Since its debut in mid-December, 2019, the novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) has rapidly spread 16 from its origin in Wuhan, China, to several countries across the globe, leading to a global health 17 crisis. As of February 7, 2020, 44 strains of the virus have been sequenced and uploaded to 18 NCBI's GenBank [1], providing insight into the virus's evolutionary history and pathogenesis.
strain ringing in at 29,903 bps long [6] . The virus is one of 7 coronaviruses known to infect 41 humans, and along with the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and
In order to display a measure of sequence conservation across the genome, we calculated the 123 percentage of each of the 4 nucleotides at each position in the genome across all strains for a 124 given virus species. The resulting bed tracks display the percentages each nucleotide 125 comprises across all strain for each genomic position. We also calculated Shannon entropy for 126 each position along the genome using the percentages of each of the 4 nucleotides. A high 127 Shannon entropy at a position signifies that the 4 possible nucleotides are equally likely across 128 all strains of this virus, and thus the position is likely divergent. A low Shannon entropy at a 129 position means that the identity of the nucleotide at this position is highly conserved across all 130 strains. The entropy() function of the R package "entropy" was used for calculations.
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Resources for User-Defined Bed and Categorical Tracks:
132
In addition to our housed data tracks, we also offer scripts ("publicParseAlignment.py", 133 "publicAlignment.py", and "publicConvertMarkx3.py") to convert any markx3 or FASTA-134 formatted alignment into displayable bed and categorical formats, and a script 135 ("publicJsonGen.py") 
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The Track View
152
The track view option has a standard genome browser layout similar to that of the WashU 153 Epigenome Browser, in which a reference genome sequence is visualized as a sliding window.
154
Various annotation data tracks are hosted on the browser and can be loaded for visualization in 155 a genomic context. For each virus, we downloaded publicly available annotations of the 156 reference genome and converted these annotations into refBed tracks that can be visualized in 157 the genome browser. Likewise, immune epitopes identified in SARS were aligned to the 2019- 
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The WashU Virus Browser supports a "zoomed-out" view of the entire viral genome. The 169 zoomed-out view can help the user quickly determine the regions of interest that have high 170 frequencies of variation from the reference (SNV track), and also the regions with high 171 nucleotide diversity among all strains (Shannon tracks) [ Figure 2A ]. Figure 2A 175 Methods] shows that the divergence between the 2019-nCoV reference genome (red) and the 176 SARS reference genome is higher than the divergence between the two additional SARS 177 strains (green) and the SARS reference genome. For AY278488.2, the variation from reference 178 is mainly confined to the beginning of the genome, while the remainder of the genome is 179 relatively consistent with the reference. However, for DQ071615.1 (bat-derived), the 5' end of 180 gene S displays high variation from the reference genome. Likewise, the SARS Shannon track 181 shows that the SARS genome is highly diverse across different strains at gene S.
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Once a region of interest is identified, the standard magnification tool of the browser can be 184 used to quickly zoom into the region [ Figure 2A ]. Upon zooming in, a genome comparison track 185 can be used to inspect variations from the reference genome, particularly useful for comparing 
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The versatility of the WashU browser framework makes it possible to adapt the browser to 204 address various questions of interest. Figure 
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Upon inspection of the region, we could directly observe that many immune epitopes are 208 conserved between SARS and 2019-nCoV [ Figure 3C ]. The user can identify the amino acid 209 sequence of an epitope by simply clicking the track.
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Encouraged by the high sequence similarity between SARS-CoV and the 2019-nCoV reference linear epitopes [ Supplementary Table 2 ] whose amino acids are identical to predicted translated 215 products from the 2019-nCoV reference strain. These provide a catalogue of epitopes for 216 researchers testing immune targets that can potentially elicit T-cell, B-cell and antibody 217 response to 2019-nCoV.
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We also provide these as an annotated bed track to the reference 2019-nCoV genome. Along 
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The Phylogenetic Tree View 
238
In addition to the right-aligned tree view, the browser also supports a more traditional left-239 aligned linear tree view and a radial view. The left-aligned tree view displays branch lengths 240 indicating relatedness of isolates [ Figure 5A ]. We noticed that in each virus type, several 241 individual strains maintained high sequence similarity, resulting in several short branch lengths 242 and a long vertical tree. In order to improve visualization, we also created a radial tree view 243 [ Figure 5B ].
245
Discussion 246 Maps help us understand the world around us and navigate it. Moreover, they play a critical role 247 in disaster management during disease outbreaks. Herein, we describe the first genetic 248 mapping, exploration, and visualization tool from the WashU Epigenome Browser team that is 249 specifically dedicated to viral genomes. We provide reference genome maps and genomic 
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We expect that the WashU Virus Browser can support research related to the latest novel
262
Coronavirus outbreak of 2019-20, and hope that this tool helps accelerate research to further 263 our understanding of 2019-nCoV and aid in the development of therapeutics. In addition, our 264 platform supports the study of any user-specified viral genome, and can be expanded to other 265 viral research.
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